
Economic Democracy: The Political Struggle Of The 21st Century. By J.W. Smith. Visit the Institute for Economic Democracy Web site for offers and ordering information. http://www.ied.info. Have your library order this book so all in your community can read it. The wealthy world gained the support of their citizens for the violence they imposed upon the world through propagandizing them that these people were dangerous enemies. Only by educating impoverished populations on every aspect of why and how they were kept in dependency for centuries can governments gain the support of their citizens for reorganizing into efficient production and trading regions. Intellectuals in the wealthy world are moral, honest, and want to alleviate poverty. Recommendations and useful information for this publication author A reader can propose some own publication with comments on how it can be useful for the author of this publication. A no relationship research usage personal opinion research material components proposals and assistance relationship between researchs from collections to provider from research output to authors from collections from organizations to the person from people to their workplace from authors to their papers from new versions from citing materials to papers from relative object from materials to the organization. Economic democracy became a unifying theme of Occupy because it provided both a series of practical reforms as well as an overarching critique of what was wrong with contemporary capitalism, both a means and an end. Today, long past Occupy, the ideas of economic democracy remain as potent as ever. There is a paradox at the heart of contemporary capitalism. Societies in the West are fervent about their democratic credentials. (All facts and statistics are drawn from the authorâ€™s book, After Occupy: Economic Democracy for the 21st Century, available here.) Liked this piece? Please donate to OurKingdom here to help keep us producing independent journalism.